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RECⅢ-30

Reusable and Sustainable: 
Premium Refill 

Jar System Series

This is a 30mL refillable jar container with a luxurious feel. 
It is compatible with bespoke designs, including original engravings 
on the top surface of the cap. The refill features a tamper-evident cap, 
and the interior of the container is designed with a rounded shape to 
accommodate fingers and spatulas, ensuring clean and complete use 
until the very end.

Compatible accessories (from the left)：RECⅢ-30/50 Refill Cap
Compatible bottles (from the left)：RECⅢ-30 Refill・RECⅢ-30 Case

RECⅢ-30/50 CAP・RECⅢ-30/50  Inner-Lid
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DUST BOX

Remove the tamper-evident 
cap of the refill

Remove the cap 
and the refill.

Refill

SET

■ Refill replacement method  Refill replacement method 

RECⅢ Series

These containers are made with biomass 
materials in which molasses from plants (sugar 
cane etc.) is used as a raw material so that the 
ethylene used in the production of the resin is 
bio-based.

Containers made with plant-derived 
raw materials

Premium Refill Jar System SeriesRECⅢ-30

Material：Biomass PET
Molding：injection

Material： PP
Molding：injection

Material：PP
Molding：injection

Material：LLDPE
Molding：injection

Material：LLDPE
Molding：injection
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We are currently in the process of developing 
50mL and 80mL sizes in the same series.NEXT  UP !

the amount of petrochemical-derived raw 
materials used in the production of new bottles 
by allowing the repeated usage of the Cap and 
Case. This system also reduces the amount of 
disposed plastic after the refill bottle is used-up. 

This environmentally friendly 
product significantly reduces

The insert structure of the mold 
provides the opportunity for added 

originality and branding.

Insert

At the bottom of the refill,there is  
space available for affixing a label.

Top surface
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Printing Die-line Label Die-line

Label Die-line

Insert structure offers 
increased design possibilities 
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